**Rosetta Stone Library Solution: The 30 Languages Available to Learn**

### 5-Level Courses (20 Units)

1. Chinese (Mandarin)
   **Speaking and listening only.**
   **No Chinese characters / hanzi available on Library Edition.**
2. English (American)
3. English (British)
4. French
5. German
6. Italian
7. Russian
8. Spanish (Latin American)
9. Spanish (Spain)

### 3-Level Courses (12 Units)

1. Arabic
2. Dutch
3. Filipino / Tagalog
4. Greek
5. Hebrew
6. Hindi
7. Irish
8. Japanese
9. Korean
10. Latin
11. Persian / Farsi
12. Polish
13. Portuguese (Brazil)
14. Swedish
15. Turkish
16. Vietnamese

### 1-Level Courses (4 Units)

1. Dari
2. Indonesian
3. Pashto
4. Swahili
5. Urdu
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